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Minnesota 2019
Regular Session
May 20, 2019
After nearly six months of committee hearings, floor sessions, long
debates and a modern-day record of bill introductions, in the words
of Senate Minority Leader Tom Bakk, “the Session ended in a
whimper.”
On Sunday, with less than 30 hours left before the constitutionally
mandated end of the 2019 Legislative Session, the House, Senate,
and Governor came to a budget agreement and global budget targets. In a normal year, conference committees at that point in a session would have already resolved many of their policy differences
and come to tenuous agreements on many of the provisions within
each bill. However, this year’s general stalemate between the DFL
Governor, DFL House and GOP Senate was too difficult to overcome.
When the Constitutionally mandated deadline was reached at midnight Monday, the Minnesota Senate had passed two of the ten
budget bills necessary to fully fund state government. The House,
like the Senate was able pass the Higher Education Omnibus Finance Bill and send the bill to the Governor. However, the House
was unable to pass the Agriculture and Housing Omnibus Finance
Bill before the midnight deadline. This means most of the state
government remains unfunded, the Legislature must pass the budget
prior to July 1st, which is the start of the new biennium.
For a session which started with bipartisan commitments to greater
transparency, new deadlines intended to help move the budget process along and talk of easy early legislative wins, this session will
likely go down as one of the least transparent sessions in the modern history of the state. The late agreement of budget targets led to
a final day of closed-door negotiations between members of the
Legislature and the Walz Administration.
(continued on page 7)

Hello everyone,

The session has basically come to an end without much progress once
again. Another disappointing winter in St. Paul. The word
“preemption” was muffled this session, but not heard. MSSA members’ backs are up against the wall with bad local ordinance changes at
the City and County levels. MNLARS is still a mess, but some progress is happening. Please be sure to read the 2019 legislative recap
provided by Todd and Jeannette Hill of Hill Capitol Strategies. Additional updates about industry specific legislation and the Special Session will follow in next month’s Newsline.
On July 18th MSSA’s Annual golf tournament will be held once again
at the Wild’s Golf Course in Prior Lake. “Mark” your calendar invites
were sent out a month ago and official invites have been sent as well.
As always will be a fun event raising PAC funds for the MSSA.
Announcement of the winners of the MSSA Annual scholarship winners will be announced in next months Newsline as the MSSA board of
Directors review each scholarship entry.
This upcoming Memorial Day; don’t forget to pay tribute to our Nations’ fallen Hero’s and your loved ones serving our great country in
the past and the present! Don’t forget to have a cold drink of choice
while grilling up your favorite dish.
Have a great Memorial Day!
Lance
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Steven Anderson
Marshall & Cretin Minnoco
Member since 1978

Jeff & Kathy Hansmann
Fast Break Corner Market
Northland Minnoco
Member since 2004

Kurt Radermacher
Pump & Meter Service, Inc.
Member since 1981

Bob Cox
Tanknology
Member since 2005

Steve Johnston
Steve’s Tire & Auto
Member since 1991

Paul Grafunder
Holiday
Member since 2007
Jon Bruender
Bruender’s Corner Mart Inc.
Member since 2011
Bilal Alsadi
Rice St Minnoco
Premium Stop
Member since 2014

John Salden
Fuel Service
Member since 2014
Josh Selbrade
D&J Transport Inc.
Member since 2014
Len Baccaro
Ascentium Capital LLC
Member since 2015
Abdalla Tobasi
Tobasi Stop 2
Member since 2016
Merrick Gardner
Geller Automotive Repair
Member since 2017
Katherine Rugg
Digital Art Services LLC
Member since 2017

Petro-Fund Update – Important Notice
According to Joel Fischer (Executive Director of the Petro Fund)
the unencumbered balance of the Petrofund fee has dropped below
$4 million, the Petrofund Board voted to impose the Petrofund fee
at their meeting earlier this week.
The fee will be 'turned on' for the four-month period of July 1,
2019 to October 31, 2019.
The MSSA will continue to update this information every month.
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Taste The Difference: Chanticlear Frozen
Pizza
The History & Heritage Behind Pizzas That Sell Themselves By
Staying True To An Original Family Recipe
Who doesn’t love pizza? And better yet, who doesn’t love a
great tasting pizza! We know from decades of success with our
handmade pizzas born from our original pizzeria in suburban
Minneapolis, that making an awesome tasting pizza that customers will come back for time and time again starts with great tasting genuine ingredients, not flavor enhancers and over processing. These are the makings of the perfect pizza!
Our MSG-free pizzas start with our family secret, thin flaking
crispy crust. They are topped with a game changing sauce that
blends vine-ripened tomatoes, herbs, spices. We skip the added
sugar! We layer on fresh vegetables and use only premium
meats. Finally, we top it all off with 100% Wisconsin mozzarella
that is grated right off the block daily.
We are so confident in our pizzas that we don’t hide them in a
box. Instead, we wrap our handcrafted pizzas in a clear package
so customers can see the quality of our ingredients!
Whether you enjoy pepperoni, sausage, veggie or even a Mac &
Cheese, the varieties of Chanticlear Frozen Pizza means there’s
something for everyone. We invite you to taste the history and
heritage of our pizzas that we proudly call the Chanticlear difference!

For information about Chanticlear Frozen Pizza and to inquire
about stocking our famous pizzas which offer attractive margins
and incredible sell-through, contact your Eby-Brown representative.

Governor Walz appoints new Lottery Director
On April 10, Governor Walz appointed Adam Prock to
serve as the new executive Director for the Minnesota Lottery. Prock previously served as the Director of Communications and Government Relations for the lottery and brings
more than two decades of experience leading teams, stakeholder engagement and fiscal and operation management to
his new role.
“I am excited to build upon the initiatives and success that
was directed under Robert Doty,” said Prock. “I look forward to continuing to build our partnership and work collaboratively to increase sales and raise money for critical environmental programs. Together, we truly play our part for a
better Minnesota.”
Adam Prock, Executive Director ,
Minnesota Lottery
Provided by: MN Lottery Link, May 2019, Volume 30, Issue 5
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(continued from front page)
Only two budget conference committees were able to meet a 5 pm Monday deadline to complete their work. The
failure of the remaining 8 Conference Committees resulted in what can only be described as individual budget tribunals involving the Governor, Senate Majority Leader, the Speaker of the House and the individual conference
committee chairs. It was suggested Leadership and the Governor would use these meetings to resolve any outstanding issues and close-up the budget bills. However, it doesn’t appear as though these meetings resulted in any
final agreements.
As it stands, larger bills, like the more than 1000-page Health and Human Services Omnibus Finance Bill and the
Tax Omnibus Bill, must still be negotiated. Numerous controversial policy provisions remain undecided in virtually every budget bill. While Conference Committee reports cannot be amended when heard on the floor of the
House and Senate, during a Special Session the slate is wiped clean, and every bill must be reintroduced before
being put to a vote.

It is unclear as to exactly when the Governor will call a Special Session, House and Senate Leadership have both
mentioned a possible one-day Session on Thursday, May 23rd. However, in order to complete their work quickly,
the minority party in both bodies must agree to provide the votes necessary to suspend the rules and process legislation. It appears unlikely the House Minority Leader is willing to help the House DFL pass the budget, especially given his exclusion from any of the budget negotiations. It does not appear one day will be enough to settle all
the outstanding differences.
We will continue to provide updates as the negotiations progress and the date of the Special Session is established
and more updates to specific legislative concerns to the Members of the MSSA.

Minnesota Petroleum Service
www.mnpetro.com

24 Hour
Emergency
Service

24 Hour
Emergency
Service

Proudly Servicing All Your Petroleum Handling Equipment Needs.

Proudly Servicing The Central Minnesota Areas.

RubyCi
The Ovation²™
Fuel Dispenser

The combination
of POS & Site
Controller.

Minnesota Petroleum offers you a knowledgeable Service and
Sales Team for all your C-Store and Service Station equipment
needs. Our Technicians are all trained, certified and experienced. Their knowledge is the key to your satisfaction of a job

Automotive & Lubrication Equipment

Compliance
Testing
Services

Full Vacuum
Truck
Services

Minnesota Petroleum Service
682 39th Ave NE, Columbia Heights, MN 555421
Phone: 763-780-5191 888-797-7677 E-Mail: sales@mnpetro.com
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RubyCi

The Ovation²™
Fuel Dispenser

The combination
of POS & Site
Controller.

Our Service and Sales Teams are ready to assist you with all of
your Petroleum Equipment needs and do whatever it takes to
keep your business running smoothly.

LED Lighting Upgrades

Tank Monitors

Complete Line of Parts

Independent Petroleum Service
Two Locations To Serve You

Brainerd: 218-829-2745

Bemidji: 218-333-3538
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EU Accepts Visa and Mastercard Offer to End Antitrust Probe
The agreement could cut interchange fees by 40% on average.
BRUSSELS, Belgium – The European Union has accepted an offer from Visa and Mastercard to cut fees on payments made by tourists using cards issued outside the bloc, according to U.S. News. This agreement could cut such
fees by 40% on average, a benefit for both merchants and consumers.
For decades, the European Commission has been trying to crackdown on so-called interchange fees in which the
merchant’s bank pays a charge to the cardholder’s bank, eventually resulting in higher prices for consumers. The lucrative fees, a source of revenue for banks, are ultimately borne by the merchant.
But pressure escalated in January when the EU’s executive arm fined Mastercard $636 million for denying merchants access to payment services outside their home countries by using the fees.
“This, together with our January 2019 decision on Mastercard’s cross-border card payment services, will lead to
lower prices for European retailers to do business, ultimately to the benefit of all consumers,” said Margrethe
Vestager, Europe’s antitrust chief.
Visa, the world’s largest payments network operator, and closest rival Mastercard have proposed a 0.2% fee on nonEU debit card payments made in shops and a 0.3% fee on credit card payments, the Commission said last year. This
would bring their fees in line with those charged for EU cards. Source: NACSONLINE
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Don't Wait to Transition your AOBRD's to ELD's

While we are still in Phase 2 of ELD Implementation, December 16, 2019, is a critical date as the AOBRD grandfather provision expires. This provision allows fleets that had AOBRDs installed in their trucks prior to December 18,
2017, to continue using AOBRDs for two years following the ELD Compliance Date. Beginning December 16,
2019, motor carriers and drivers subject to the ELD rule must use self-certified ELDs that are registered with
FMCSA.
Don’t wait—prepare now!
You can take steps now to avoid unforeseen delays, which could result in violations, fines, or drivers being placed
out of service. To ensure you are prepared for the deadline:
•Contact your AOBRD provider to discuss options for transitioning to ELDs.
•Research the self-certified, registered ELDs on the market.
•Update your device software and hardware, if needed, to ensure that, by December 16, all devices meet the minimum requirements of the technical specifications in the ELD rule.
Train your employees, including drivers and administrative staff, on how to use the ELDs you have selected to record, certify, manage, and transfer driver logs.
For more information on ELDs and AOBRDs, as well as tips on choosing a compliant ELD, visit the Drivers and
Motor Carriers section of the ELD website.

This free service is provided to you by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA). Visit the
FMCSA Web site at www.fmcsa.dot.gov.
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Why Electric Vehicle Taxes Are the Wrong Strategy for Minnesota

Minnesota lawmakers are considering additional new taxes and fees to electric vehicle (EV) owners. If passed as written, Minnesota would have the highest (EV) taxes in the US. Currently, the state assesses a special $75 annual tax that
is only paid by owners of fully-electric vehicles. A bill by Senator Jeff Howe proposed to raise this tax to $250 per year
and add a new tax of $125 for hybrid vehicles.
Since this post was originally published in Marc, the tax proposal was incorporated into a major Minnesota Senate
transportation finance and policy omnibus bill, SF 1093. This bill has lower but still unacceptable taxes of $200 of EVs
and $100 for plug-in hybrids per year-which would still be among the highest EV taxes in the nation. The bill also adds
a new kWh tax at EV charging stations.
These taxes are unfair, ineffective, and bad public policy for Minnesota. Here are some of the reasons.
EV owners already pay their fair share
Some people accuse EV owners of “not paying their fair share” for roads because they do not pay a gas tax. In reality,
gas taxes are just one of three funding sources for the Highway User Tax Distribution Fund (HUTDF), which is used to
pay for maintaining state road, representing about a third of revenues for highway maintenance. The other tow-thirds of
the funding come from the Motor Vehicle Sales Tax (paid when you purchase a vehicle), registration fees paid annually,
and a few other sources.
Today, EVs trend to cost more up front, yet they offer greater savings over the life of the vehicle. Because EVs have a
higher upfront cost, and sales tax and registration fees are based on the value of the vehicle, EV owners pay more of
these taxes than equivalent conventional vehicle owners.
EV taxes are inconsistent with the “user-pays” principle underlying the gas tax
Gas taxes are classic user fees– if you drive more and use the roads more, you pay more. A special EV tax does not follow this principle.
Let’s imagine two people-a retired school teacher on a fixed income who buys a used Nissan Leaf for trips around town
and puts on 5,000 miles per year and a Lyft driver who puts 40,000 miles per year on their Chevy Bolt.
Furthermore, a gas tax rewards fuel efficiency. Vehicle owners that are more fuel– efficient vehicles. Whether that accurately reflects their impact on roads is debatable. What’s not debatable is that it is unfair to single out EV owners for
special taxes and not do the same for owners of other fuel-efficient vehicles.
If we ignored that EV owners are already paying more in sales tax and registration fees and tried to assess a user fee to
EVs based on their fuel efficiency.
MSSA Newsline - May 2019
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(continued from previous page)

Because the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) publishes gasoline equivalent miles per gallon for Evs, we can
compare what and EV owner should pay with what a gasoline owner pays if the vehicles are driven the same distance-in
this case from 10,000 to 12,000 miles per year. In this scenario, a fair EV tax would be closer to $25-30 per year, compared with the much higher existing tax of $75, and the much, much higher proposed tax of $200. Yet given higher overall
sales taxes and registration fees paid by EV owners, even this approach leads to over-taxing EV owners.
EVs aren't the problem
Since the end of 2017, there were just under 7,000 EVs registered in Minnesota. With the existing $75-dollar tax, Minnesota collects $525,000. With a $200 tax, the state would collect $1,540,000 from EVs. The Highway User Tax Distribution Fund (FUTDF) is $2.26 billion dollars, collected from 7.4 million vehicles. Gas tax revenues have been declining in
the state, but its due to the increasing fuel efficiency of gasoline and diesel vehicles. As our analysis demonstrates– increased EV sales would enhance the HUTDF.

The Outlook
As battery costs decline, the up-front cost of EVs decline as well. Bloomberg New Energy Finance projects that between
2025 and 2030, EVs will have the same, or lower, up-front cost as conventional vehicles. At that point, EV owners will not
pay more in sales tax and tab fees, and an EV assessment will be appropriate. The tax policy applied should be fair– it
should tax EVs equivalent to a conventional vehicle with the same fuel efficiency and it shouldn't over-tax EV owners who
drive few miles per year. And most importantly, we shouldn’t add extra EV taxes today when EV owners are already paying more.
What about all those EV subsidies?
EV owners are eligible to receive a federal tax credit, which is beginning to phase out for some EV manufacturers. But this
is not relevant to the Minnesota highway funding conversation because the EV tax credit is not paid from Minnesota highway funds.
EV taxes do not encourage the growth of clean vehicles
Minnesota should be promoting EV technology, not discouraging it with punitive taxes. As laid out in the recent release of
“Accelerating Electric Vehicle Adoption: A Vision for Minnesota,” published by the Minnesota Department of Transportation, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, and the Great Plains Institute. This vision shows that EVs offer the state numerous benefits including cleaner air for vulnerable populations. There is no justification for this tax right now, Instead, Minnesota should be looking at ways to encourage EV technology. Many other states are expanding sales of EVs through purchase incentives, infrastructure investments, and other programs, as reported in “A Road Map to Decarbonization in the
Midcontinent.”
Drive Electric Minnesota, an initiative of the Great Plains Institute, strongly believes that Minnesota has an opportunity to
be a leader in increasing EV adoption and will support policies to encourage that.
Drive Electric Minnesota is a partnership of Minnesota’s electric vehicle (EV) champions, dedicated to encouraging the
deployment of EVs and the establishment of EV charging infrastructure through public-private partnerships, financial incentives, education, technical support and public policy. Visit www.driveelectricmn.org to learn more.
Source: Great Plains Institute
May 8, 2019
Author: Brendan Jordan
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Recent Credit card Payment Settlement of
Swipe-Fee Case Likely to Take Years
(Notes from a NACS’ Webinar featuring Doug Kantor)

As previously mentioned in MSSA communications, MSSA retailers should contact
www.paymentcardsettlement.com or call toll-free at 1-800-625-6440 to take part in the settlement of a lawsuit
brought against Visa and Mastercard can expect to recover about 1% of interchange fees they paid from 2004 to the
end of 2018.
•In

a webinar a few weeks ago, attorney Doug Kantor also warned that although the process of paying out
the settlements is beginning, it will likely be years before plaintiffs receive any money due them.
•MSSA members

may have to wait years before they get money.

•The settlement,

however, leaves open the issue of the credit card companies' policies, which will likely be
the focus of continuing litigation.
•As

Previously mentioned, Questions also remain about how major gasoline brands will respond to the settlement agreement. Kantor did say, “Some brands have said they will pass on any settlement funds to retailers and marketers who actually paid the interchange fees, but there are concerns that other brands will take
the settlement money and not pass it on.
•Kantor

did not give an indication of how specific brands might approach the question, telling retailers in
the NACS webinar to contact their brands for information. The court will be accepting objections about the
settlement until July 23, and individual retailers who choose to participate in the settlement can use this process to raise concerns about the size of the payment or the issue of brands taking money the smaller plaintiffs feel they are entitled to.
•"Unfortunately,

the court didn't give any great insight into how that will be resolved in the claims process,"
he said. "A lot of this will be left to the claims administrator to figure out at the end of the day."
•Kantor

said he would have a better idea of which major brands accept the settlement after July 23; but
thinks some of them will opt out and then try to reach separate settlements with the defendants. This could
pose problems for retailers and marketers concerned about being cut out of any settlement payment, he said.
•"If

you disagree, you should be ready to provide records that show you paid more than what they are claiming," Kantor said. "If you only have partial documentation, you can try it. But the more documentation, the
better."
•With

the dispute about the credit card companies' policies still unsettled, Kantor said it's likely that portion
of the litigation will continue on into the future.

MSSA members choosing to accept the settlement and fill out the claim form should receive
documentation indicating how much they paid during the claim period in interchange fees.
MSSA members should check these numbers against individual plaintiff's own records so
they can confirm or dispute it.
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Freshen up lottery signage
for spring
Spring is (finally!) in the air. Let’s
start the season off right with some
spring cleaning. Replace outdated or
worn outdoor and indoor signage with
new signage iptions to grab your customers’ attention.

Fast Break Corner Mart in Lino
Lakes replaced their counter front
sign with a brightly-colored :UP
FOR FUN?” sign that pops on their
counter.

If a game is no longer on sale or if a
promotion isn't running, the signage
should be discarded. Worn, faded, or
tattered signage should also be discarded. Remember, signage sells, and
bright new signage is even more likely to catch your customers’ eye. Contact your lottery sales rep to see what
standard signage options are available
to spruce up your space this spring!

Provided by: MN Lottery Link, May 2019, Volume 30, Issue 5
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ASSOCIATE MEMBER DIRECTORY
Accountants
LMV Corporation
Ron Velander

952-457-7153

Advertising/
App Design/Media
Allover Media Inc.
Ben Enger

763-762-2013

Appraisers/Commercial
Brokers
Petroleum Marketers Svc, Inc.
Mark Montag
952-435-9822

Auto Parts Supplier
NAPA Auto Parts
Danniel Johnson
Factory Motor Parts
Clay Johnson

952-924-1213
651-405-7645

AUTOMOTIVE TRAINING
NewGate School
Wayne Hanson

612-378-0177

Eby-Brown Co. LLC
Jesse Rundquist
320-249-4534
Farner-Bocken Company
Bruce Milbrandt 800-555-1088 x7444
Henry’s Foods
Dale Erickson
800-726-5299
Lynco Distribution, Inc
Zac McCall
612-865-0275

Blendco Systems
Brent Anderson
763-567-3324
Professional Carwash Systems, Inc.
Bob Englund
763-550-1001
Reliable Plus Car Wash
Cary Fritsvold
952-888-8023

Credit Card Processing
972-324-5509

Credit Card Processing
Transport

ATM Machines/Novelty
Games

EchoSat Communications Group, Inc.
Mark Carl
859-389-8700 x106

Universal Money Centers
Jerry Spain
913-831-0248
Danielle Skinner
913-244-3249

Dairy/Ice Cream

Attorneys

Brown’s Ice Cream
Patrick Nelson
Polka Dot Dairy, Inc.
Pat Pettit

Kirsten Libby

651-487-1208

Gary E. Persian
Ned E. Ostenso

952-933-2390
952-933-2390

Nolan, Thompson & Leighton

Randy Thompson

952-405-7171

Winthrop & Weinstine, P.A.

Tami Diehm
Jim Kierking

612-604-6658
612-604-6651

651-438-2793

Interstate Batteries
Dan Hartel
Factory Motor Parts
Clay Johnson

952-345-1190
651-405-7645

Beverages/COFFEE
American Bottling Company
Mark Mathewson
651-552-3582
Pepsi Bottling Group
Julia Yngsdal
612-282-1079

C-Store Supplier
Chambers & Owen
John Schoenke
Core-Mark International
Christina Larson

262-297-2920
763-545-3700
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Health Insurance
Haas Managed Benefits
Bill Haas

Arctic Glacier Ice
Jon Stelley

763-421-6153

651-455-0410

Information Services
Automotive Management Network
Tom Ham
612-299-9298

Insurance
McNamara Company
Patrick McNamara
Aleisha McNamara
Mitchell McNamara

651-426-0607
651-426-0607
651-426-0607

Investments/ Financial
Waddell & Reed, Inc.
Matt Anderson

Ascentium Capital LLC
Len Baccaro
Tony Zieglar

Electrical– Lighting

LIGHTING

Norske Electric, Inc
Brevik Tharaldson

Apadana Lighting
Ehssan Taghizadeh

952-443-4113

952-884-1503

281-902-1931
281-883-5005

612-385-7684

Environmental

Lottery

Bay West LLC
Donovan Hannu
Tanknology
Robert Cox

651-291-3424

MN State Lottery
Steve Addabbo

800-666-5301

Loyalty/apps/rewards

Environmental rebates

Batteries

800-336-6328

Lenders/Financial
612-378-1075

Libby Law Office
Merrigan, Brandt, Ostenso & Cambre, P.A.

Wenzel’s Farm LLC
Lane Nelson

Ice Vendors

Car Wash

Chase Paymentech
Doug Megow

Food Services

Center For Energy and Environment
Bruce Gerth
612-244-2424
Kristen Funk
612-335-3487

Ethanol
Growth Energy
Mike O’Brien

Tecmark
Brent Harms
Jesse Parker

651-635-8233

612-746-4771
612-746-5095

Member Services/
Associations
American Lung Association
Jon Hunter
651-268-7601

952-212-3380

Food Services
7th Avenue Pizza
Patrick Nelson
612-378-1075
Chanticlear Frozen Pizza
Ryan Elsner
612-619-8064
Deli Express
Scott Donley
952-294-2145
Hunts Brothers Pizza
Aaron Hobbs
1-816-210-6143

Newspaper
Star Tribune
Jim Piga

612-673-4833

Office Supplies
Network Business Supplies Inc.
Brett Cohn
651-207-1077
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ASSOCIATE MEMBER DIRECTORY
Payroll
Paychex LLC.
Courtney Bode

Ray Colbert
319-430-3418

Petroleum Equipment/
Services
CSC Service Works
Doug Wagner
800-247-8363
MN Petroleum Service, Inc.
Gerald Swan
763-780-5191
O’Day Equipment LLC
Dan O’Day
763-230-7630
Pump & Meter Service, Inc.
Mike Eicher
952-933-4800
Zahl - Petroleum Maintenance
Brian Larson
612-331-8550

Petroleum/Lubricants
Adium Oil Co.
Dean Mielke
320-356-7350
Dehn Oil
Ron Dehn
763-421-5571
Dooley’s Petroleum
Randy Dooley
320-875-2641
Fuel Service DJ’s Mart LLC
John Salden
715-723-1701
Hartland Fuel Products LLC
Ray Colbert
608-797-3930
Mielke Oil Co., Inc.
Douglas Mielke
320-632-4085
Molo Oil Co., Inc.
Mark Molo
563-557-7540
Rahn’s Oil & Propane
Dave Rahn
320-256-3680
Severson Oil
Josh Severson
507-452-4743
United Farmers Coop
Scott Trebelhorn
507-647-6620
Waterford Oil
Gary Lynch
507-645-5659
World Fuel Services
Brad Schneider
320-360-9988
Colleen Mercil
612-501-5117

Petroleum Reporting
OPIS/AXXIS Petroleum
Donna Harris

888-301-2645

Petroleum Transport
D&J Transport Inc.
Josh Selbrade
Danco LTD
Dan & Jodi Gerads

608-779-6526

Propane

507-413-0384
320-743-2006

Propane
Dooley’s Petroleum
Randy Dooley
320-875-2641
Hartland Fuel Products LLC
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Premier Propane
Jason Scribner
Rahn’s Oil & Propane
Dave Rahn

612-839-1569
320-256-3680

Refrigeration
Maintenance
Quality Refrigeration
Bob Forder
612-861-7350
Market Mechanical
Mark & Robin Duffney 763-315-4000

Retail Signage
Digital Art Services
Katherine Rugg
Rose City Canopy
Corey Goodwin

651-354-3564
218-738-3188

Security System,
Monitoring &
Surveillance

MSSA Business
Hours:
Monday - Friday
8:30am-4:30pm

Digital Surveillance Concepts LLC
Dan Nordsletten
701-261-2488
Electro Watchman Inc.
Security Systems
Chris Simpson
651-262-6337

MSSA Services

Softener Salt and
Washer Fluid
Paramount Marketing/ SunSoft Salt
Brooke Taney
612-866-1980
Splash
Manny Flores
763-472-0262
Factory Motor Parts
Clay Johnson
651-405-7645

Tobacco
Altria/Phillip Morris USA
Garth Alston
608-251-0195
RAI Trade Marketing Services
Michael Brown

•
•
•
•
•

Department of Labor
Information
Legislative and Lobbying
Legal Support
Drive off Support
Industry Information

Trucking Services/
Wrecker
Twin Cities Wrecker Sales
Rod Pellow
651-488-4210

Uniforms
Cintas Corporation
Brad Beyer

763-391-5684

Used Oil
Loe’s Oil
Brian Loe

507-625-5278

* All advertisers and Associated Members listed in
the Newsline should be judged on an individual
basis. When you are looking for a specific product
or service, please use your best business judgment.
The Association cannot endorse or guarantee
suppliers’ products or services.
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**Save The Date**
2019 MSSA Annual
Golf Outing

July 18, 2019
The Wilds Golf Club
3151 Wilds Ridge
Prior Lake, MN 55372

We’re on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/MnServiceStationAssociation
“Serving Our Members Since 1966

800-752-4884
651-487-1983

FAX: 651-487-2447
www.MNSSA.com

